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WHAT'S BEYOND THE CLASSROOM FOR ME?

"Become a Career Chameleon" by Angela Byrd Reed
SKILLS SELF-ASSESSMENT

What is my "gift set?" 
(What do you do well naturally?)

What is my "adapted skill set?" 
(What range of skills or abilities have you obtained?)

"Become a Career Chameleon" by Angela Byrd Reed
SKILLS SELF-ASSESSMENT

What is my "goal role?"

Identify skills that are transferable.

"Become a Career Chameleon" by Angela Byrd Reed
Identify one action step to execute within the next 30 days.

"Become a Career Chameleon" by Angela Byrd Reed
LET'S CONNECT!

Angela Byrd Reed
iamangelareed.com

@angelabreed
/f/iamangelareed

Angela Byrd Reed
iamangelareed.com